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On December 19, a Secret Service agent called Rory Leinen 
out of the blue. Well, maybe not really out of the blue. Rory is 
one of our most dedicated Redemption Centers (RCs) in 
Florida and has been having a lot of fun using Liberty Dollars. 
As Rory reports, when a West Palm Beach SS agent called 
him, he thought it was a joke, but the agent quickly explained 
that it was no joke—he really was a SS agent. 
 
It seems that the local SS office had received two 
complaints in one day, so the agent tracked down Rory to 
discuss the matters. The agent was very polite, well informed 
about NORFED and the Liberty Dollar and explained that there 
was "no problem" with NORFED or American Liberty 
Currency developer Bernard vonNothaus. He even 
commented on how beautiful the Silver Liberty is. 
 
Rory replied in his usual friendly nature and quickly 
\volunteered to exchange the Silver Liberty for a $ 10 Federal 
Reserve Note. In parting, the agent urged Rory not to 
misrepresent The Liberty Dollar as U.S. currency. 
 
So, if you are actively using The Liberty Dollar, you ma> get a 
call from the Secret Service. Please remember that the Secret 
Service fielded hundreds of calls about the Liberty Dollar. They 
have always been very professional and truthful about our right 
to use our own money. The Secret Service is not the enemy. 
PLEASE be very polite and helpful if you are called, but KISS 
(keep it short and simple). And of course, don't misrepresent 
The Liberty Dollar and if you have an unhappy camper, please 
immediately offer to exchange Silver Libertys for FRNs and go 
about your business of returning America to value-one dollar 
at a time! 
 
PS: If you are called by the SS or any government official 
regarding the Liberty Dollar. PLEASE report it to the NORFED 
office immediately. We need to monitor this activity as we 
negotiate our way towards our goals. 


